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PROTECTION I RESILIENCE I DEFENCE  

Cybersecurity

WELCOME TO 

Bretagne Développement Innovation
1bis route de Fougères 35510 / Cesson-Sévigné / France / www.bdi.fr 

CONTACT

Bretagne Développement Innovation 
Frédéric RODE 

Managing director,  
f.rode@bdi.fr / +33(0)2 99 84 53 00

Conseil régional de Bretagne 
Direction de l’économie 
economie@bretagne.bzh  
+33(0)2 99 27 96 51 
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Industry
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Banking,
insurance

31

Defence

43

Security

47

IT and
software

61

Telecom-
munication

View our skills directory at  
www.bdi.fr/cyber

Very small businesses (0 à 9)

Small businesses (10 à 49)

Medium-sized businesses (50 à 249)

Intermediate-sized-businesses (250 à 5000)

100% 
cyber products

100% 
cyber products
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Cyber security
implementation 

Information security
assessments, planning,

consultancy 

Managed services
and operations 

MARKET 
OFFERINGS

NUMBER  
OF OFFERINGS

130 COMPANIES WHOSE 50 CYBERSECURITY 
PURE PLAYERS PURE PLAYERS DE LA CYBER

> 8,000 JOBS

MAIN ACTIVITIES 
FOR PRODUCT PROVIDERS

MAIN ACTIVITIES 
FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS: 

KEY FIGURES ON 
THE BRETAGNE CYBER SECTOR

180 
digital

businesses
working for
the defence

sector

600 specialists at the
national procurement
agency’s cyber unit

CALID Bretagne, COMSIC,
military training colleges

(Saint-Cyr, Ecole Navale, ETRS…)

130 businesses 

including 50 pure players

Over 200 researchers

4 industry chairs

1 high-security
laboratory
at INRIA

Over 2, 800 “cyber”
students per year
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.50,000 jobs, 

2,600 businesses, 

1,300 researchers

A DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM 
IN BRETAGNE

ICT AND DEFENCE

BRETAGNE’S CYBER 
ECOSYSTEM

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE’S BENCHMARK 
REGION FOR CYBER DEFENCE

DIGITAL STAKEHOLDERS SUPPORTING 
CYBER SECURITY



Nantes

Vannes

Rennes

Quimper

Saint-Brieuc

BRETAGNE,  
EUROPE’S CYBER VALLEY 

Bretagne is at the forefront of digital technology and has become a benchmark region in cyber security. 
Our ambition is to drive forward the cyber defence and cyber security industry of France and Europe, 

drawing on our region’s capabilities to do so. We are home to a thriving and innovative ecosystem 
of world renowned firms, research teams from the best institutions, the Ministry of Defence cyber 

teams, as well as a number of prime contractors and cutting-edge SMEs.

KEY CYBER SECURITY PLAYERS  
IN BRETAGNE

Nokia worldwide 
cybersecurity 

center

Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique,  
French Tech Brest +

École navale,
ENSTA Bretagne

ENSSAT

Some key companies: 
Orange Cyberdéfense,  

Sopra-Steria, Amossys, GFI 
informatique, Secure-IC, Serma 
Safety & Security, Ariadnext ...

Some startups: 
CAIlabs, 

Woleet, Acceis, 
Yagaam...

ETRS, Institut Mines-Télécom, 
INSA, Université Loire 

Bretagne, IEP,  
Centrale-Supélec, …

INRIA, CNRS, IRISA, IRMAR, 
IETR, IODE, IRT B<>Com

2 research chairs: critical 
infrastructure systems 
(MineTelecom) threat 

analysis (Centrale-Supélec)

DGA Maîtrise de l’information, 
COMSIC, CALID, ETRS,  

CALID Bretagne

ENSIBS, UBS Cyber 
Security Center

Siepel, Open 
Health...

DCNS, Groupe 
THALES, DIATEAM…

Research chair in security of naval 
systems (École Navale), Lab-STICC, 

IRENAV, LATIM

Écoles de Saint-
Cyr Coëtquidan, 

Research Chair in 
cyberdefense and 

cybersecurity

   / Legend

MoD agency

Research centre

Business

Training/education establishment

Support organisation

BDI, Images & Réseaux, 
Rennes Atalante,  

SATT Ouest Valorisation,  
French Tech Rennes 

Saint-Malo

PÔLE D’EXCELLENCE CYBER CLUSTER
The Pôle d’Excellence Cyber is a cyber cluster set up in Bretagne
by the French Ministry of Defence with support from the Regional Council.
It represents the cornerstone in the growth of the region’s cyber industry. 
With backing from recognised military centres of excellence (DGA defence 
procurement cyber unit, CALID Bretagne, COMSIC, Saint-Cyr officer training 
colleges, École Navale, ETRS etc.), the cluster has found a natural home base 
in Bretagne from which it can grow both nationally and internationally.

TAKE YOUR CYBER PROJECTS   
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

FIND THE BEST   
TALENTS

2,800 students trained in or briefed 
on cyber security every year

All the region’s training and education providers 
are working to ensure there are enough cyber 
defence and cyber security specialists. Four 
Ministry of Defence colleges, the CNAM and the 
network of technology institutes along with five 
prestigious higher education establishments are 
able to offer cyber training at all levels, allowing 
businesses to identify the expertise to meet their 
requirements. Businesses can further enhance 
their capabilities with a range of continuous 
professional development opportunities.

FIND THE BEST   
EXPERTS

+ Over 200 cyber researchers

Bretagne is home to some of the best researchers 
in the field. It is a place where cooperation comes 
naturally, thus covering the entire security value 
chain. Cyber security research is multidisciplinary, 
ranging from physics to mathematics, networks, 
IT and also to human and social sciences. 
Reflecting the region’s leadership in this research 
area are the 4 chairs in cyber defence, naval 
systems, critical infrastructure systems and 
threat analysis.

FIND THE BEST   
PARTNERS

130 cyber businesses

With over 130 firms involved in cyber security 
as well as a number of prime contractors (large 
corporations, banks, the DGA national defence 
procurement agency, Navy etc.), Bretagne 
can offer great business opportunities to 
newcomers. There are big names like Thalès, 
Orange, Cap Gemini, Atos and Sopra Group and 
over 80 SMEs delivering technical solutions 
across the entire cyber security value chain: 
electronic systems security, cryptography, 
data integrity, infrastructure and network 
protection, risk assessment, supervision...

Cyber security refers to the ability to protect computers, networks and data 
from attack, damage or intrusion. The technologies and processes used for 
cyber security include cyber protection, cyber defence and cyber resilience. 


